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ABSTRACT
The strength of procedural modeling methods in general and grammar-based modeling in particular lies in their
ability to generate visually complex objects and scenes from a comparatively small and simple description. This
paper presents attributed collage grammars, a general and versatile modeling method for the generation of scenes.
Tree grammars are employed to generate a syntactical description of objects in the form of trees, which are then
assigned an actual geometric meaning by an algebra. Complex scenes and objects with a level of detail that would
be tedious or impossible to reproduce manually can be constructed from a number of user-defined components
which are replicated or transformed by manipulating their attributes through the iterative application of rules.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The construction of any convincing virtual environ-
ment, be it photo-realistic or not, is always a diffi-
cult task. The reason lies in the complexity of natu-
ral phenomena, and although all manner of modeling
methods have been devised in order to handle such vi-
sual complexity (e.g. particle systems for simulating
dynamic processes [RB85], L-systems with an exten-
sive application in plant generation [PL96, PMKL01]
as well as many procedural algorithms with their roots
in fractal geometry [EMP+98], to name but a few),
there is no general solution that is uniquely suitable to
all applications.
So far grammar-based methods, L-systems in particu-
lar, have been primarily used in the modeling of plants
and more recently modern cities [PM01].
This paper presents a new method that is not bound
to a specific modeling purpose. Rather, it provides
a flexible grammar-based scene generation framework
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that can be customized to suit multiple modeling goals,
from architecture to jewelry design. Attributed col-
lage grammars build upon collage grammars as pre-
sented by Drewes and Kreowski in [DK99], using and
extending the tree-based version specified in [Dre00]
and [Dre04].
In the diploma thesis1 by Thomas Meyer and the
author a restricted implementation has been used to
model languages of buildings based on the principles
governing ancient Greek architecture (Figure 1).
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 an
overview of attributed collage grammars is given. Sec-
tion 3 gives solutions to two problems which were pre-
viously not solvable using context-free collage gram-
mars; one of these is illustrated by means of an exam-
ple. Section 4 concludes the paper with an outlook on
future work.
2. ATTRIBUTED COLLAGE
GRAMMARS
Most grammar-based methods of image or geometry
generation, like chain code grammars, turtle grammars
and L-systems, originated from the string-rewriting
formalisms of formal languages. Such grammars gen-
erate strings that require the additional step of a pic-
torial interpretation to become images. In their origi-
nal form [DK99], collage grammars were an attempt
to work spatially from the beginning, bypassing the
1http://www.tzi.de/˜ariel/GreekArchitectureWithCollages.pdf
(a) Sample layouts of temples generated with a single attributed
collage grammar
(b) A peripteral and a dipteral temple generated with the same
grammar
Figure 1: Models of Greek temples generated with at-
tributed collage grammars
string rewriting mechanism by replacing the nontermi-
nal symbols of formal languages with labelled spatial
placeholders, called hyperedges, and terminal compo-
nents with actual point sets inRd, called parts. A clus-
tering of hyperedges and parts is called a collage and
provides a spatial counterpart to the concatenation op-
eration used to group line drawings.
The rules of a collage grammar specify how hyper-
edges and parts can be altered through the application
of affine transformations, and are applied iteratively
starting from an initial collage. For collage grammars
in R2 this already allows generating well-known frac-
tals like the Barnsley fern or the Koch snowflake curve.
In fact the image generating power of collage gram-
mars in this form already exceeds that of iterated func-
tion systems.
The method presented here builds upon the LEGO TM-
like idea of collage grammars, using it as a basis for
a much more general approach. Attributed collage
grammars are described using a tree-based formal-
ism, once again separating the syntax of the generated
structures from their semantics; this is mainly done in
order to achieve better modularity.
In tree-based scene generation, objects or scenes are
represented as trees over scene components (leaf nodes)
and operations on these (internal nodes). Such trees
are generated as purely syntactic constructs over a sig-
nature by a tree grammar, and evaluated by an algebra
which provides the nodes of the tree with the proper
semantics. This approach is highly modular, since dif-
ferent algebras can be paired with different types of
grammars.
scene generator
tree
grammar
collage
algebra
generated
trees
rendererinterpreted
trees
Figure 2: The scene generator principle
Attributed collage grammars are scene generators (Fig-
ures 2 and 3), consisting of a tree grammar and an
attributed collage algebra. Therefore, in trees pro-
duced by an attributed collage grammar, the leaf nodes
are the collages, which have retained their meaning as
a grouping of parts, while the operations serve as a
grouping mechanism for internal transformations.
main
cube init roof
cube
< diff, translate(0,0.7,0) >
<scale(0.25,0.5,0.7) .
translate(0,0,-0.4)>
Figure 3: Scene generation: an example
In the small example displayed in Figure 3 a very sim-
ple house is built the following way:
• First a syntax tree is generated by some gram-
mar: its root is an operation called main which
is applied to subtrees cube, init[cube] and
roof. At this stage we have no idea what main
does — or what init, cube and roof are, for
that matter.
• In the next step the tree has been interpreted
by some attributed collage algebra. The mid-
dle cube is distorted by a scale transformation
and moved a little, and then it is subtracted from
the first cube using diff, which is a Boolean
difference transformation that takes two argu-
ments. Finally the roof is moved up a little: the
result is a small cartoony house.
In attributed collage grammars, the parts are extended
to include not only simple point sets, but also any
other type of scene component available, among them
splines, particle emitters and light sources. All as-
pects of an object that should be modifiable are en-
coded into attributes, of which each part can have an
arbitrary number. Examples for such attributes are
Figure 4: An example of linear growth
the object’s transformation matrix, its local coordinate
system, or its materials. For a spline or a parametric
surface the control points are additional attributes; for
light sources anything from the light type to parame-
ters like brightness and shadow type are attributes as
well.
Transformations operate on attributes only, leaving the
underlying part definition unchanged. The transfor-
mation concept is no longer restricted to only affine
transformations, but has been extended to include ev-
ery possible form of user-defined action, from random
distribution algorithms to Boolean or color-changing
operations on components.
3. APPLICATIONS
Attributed collage grammars have a multitude of appli-
cations. Since the attribute and transformation system
allows practically unlimited extensions to both the set
of transformations and the objects that are considered,
many modeling problems can be solved by either the
addition of new attributes or new operations on exist-
ing attributes.
3.1 Linear growth
One problem that needs to be addressed when model-
ing in a recursive way with affine transformations is
the restriction to exponential growth through repeated
scaling operations (see [DKL02]). This problem also
occurs in the construction of temples, e.g. where the
floor and roof have to grow to match the addition of
new columns. The occuring linear increase in area
size cannot be matched by the recursive application of
affine scaling.
We have solved this problem by introducing variables,
which are used to alter the transformation parameters
as needed during the derivation process.
3.2 Recursive circular arrangement
A spatial function with many uses is one that arranges
its arguments in a circular fashion around some central
point. This can be done with benches in an amphithe-
atre, columns in a round temple or support beams in a
pavillion, the petals of a flower, etc. When such a func-
tion is used recursively however, as is the case within
the derivation process of a grammar, one must be a lit-
tle more careful than when the same type of function
is used just once on a fixed number of arguments.
Figure 5: Circular expansion of columns
Example 1
The following is just the rule section of a regular tree
grammar [Dre00] where S is the start symbol, C is an-
other nonterminal, ca is an operation that contains ex-
actly one circular arrange transformation, cr changes
the value of the global radius variable r, and col is
a collage with the shape of a column. A section of
the generated language (displayed on a circular base)
is shown in Figure 5.
S -> ca[C, col, col],
C -> cr[col, C],
C -> col
Derivations are very straightforward, with the first two
trees generated by the grammar looking like this:
ca
col col col
ca
cr col col
col col
And this is the relevant part of the algebra:
r = gl_var(2),
ca = circularArrange(˜r),
changeRadius = assign(˜r=˜r+1),
ca = < ca >,
cr = < changeRadius, id>
The very simple version of a circular arrangement
transformation used here has only one parameter: the
radius of the desired circle, r ∈ R. It works the fol-
lowing way:
1. For argument collages C1, . . . , Ck and a ra-
dius r, circularArrange takes the concatenation⋃k
i=1(Ci) = p1 · · · pn of the parts pi contained
in the given collages Ci. (This way, the se-
quence of parts is maintained.)
2. Then all parts pi are translated to the center of
the coordinate system, where
3. every part pi is first translated −r along the z-
axis and then rotated 360n · i degrees about the
y-axis.
It might be interesting to note that the same circular
arrangement of objects can also be achieved using only
variables, but with considerably more effort.

Figure 6: Model of a Greek tholos generated with at-
tributed collage grammars
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, attributed collage grammars have been
introduced as a framework for the grammatical mod-
eling of scenes that is geared towards extension and
customization by the user.
Future work will include specifying and implement-
ing a constraint architecture that allows further influ-
encing the selection and application of rules based on
constraints specified by the user, and also automati-
cally postprocessing the generated scene. Examples
for such constraints are collision control and handling
during the growth of a scene, or synchronization of
rule application. Spatial coherence in the generated
structures might also be enforced by constraints.
Another topic for future work is a referencing system
for scene generators where grammars can access the
yield of other scene generators as terminal symbols in
their rules. This would allow modularizing the gen-
eration of scene components and therefore achieving
a greater variation of results. This concept together
with a sample implementation and possible applica-
tions were tentatively explored in the author’s diploma
thesis, where a first attempt to model the growth of an
ancient settlement has been made using both collision
constraints and grammar hierarchies.
Apart from further study of the method itself, at-
tributed collage grammars will be applied in a num-
ber of case studies. In this context, the generation of
ancient Greek architecture will continue to be studied
with an emphasis on creating more detailed buildings
as well as complete settlements. Grammar libraries
will be developed and made available together with an
implementation. Another interesting topic for such a
case study is the domestic and religious Japanese ar-
chitecture starting with the Heian period.
An implementation of tree generators, including a
wide range of two-dimensional picture generation meth-
ods is provided with the software TREEBAG [DK01].
TREEBAG is written and maintained by Frank Drewes
and has already been used as a framework for our
first prototypical implementation of attributed collage
grammars. In the future it will be extended to in-
clude a full implementation of a complex attributed
collage algebra; it will also acquire plugin functional-
ity for such commercial modeling packages as Cinema
4d and Maya.
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